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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, the existence of a sequence of stable solutions Xn of the parametric 
matrix equation Z 2 + AZ - n2B -~ 0 so that (Xn/n} converges to a stable matrix is studied. The 
result is used for solving mixed problems related to the coupled second-order partial differential 
system utt + Auxx ~- But = O. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Systems of coupled second-order partial differential equations appear in many different fields such 
as magnetohydrodynamic flows [1], diffusion problems [2-4], mechanics [5,6], nerve conduction 
problems [7], armament models [8], etc. 
Discrete numerical methods for the study of such problems are widely studied in the litera- 
ture [9,10]; however, the analytic solution may satisfy an important physical property and the 
numerical solution may not. This motivates the search of the analytic solution of the problem. 
In this paper, we consider coupled second-order partial differential systems of the form 
ut t (x , t )÷Buxx(x , t )+Aut (x , t )=O,  -b<x<b,  t>0,  (1.1) 
u( -b ,  t) = u(b, t) = 0, t > 0, (1.2) 
u(x,  O) = f (x ) ,  -b  < x < b, (1.3) 
where f (x )  and the unknown u(x,  t) are m-dimensional vector functions and A, B are square 
complex matrices in C m×m such that 
a(B)  N ] - oc, 0] = O, (1.4) 
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where a(B) denotes the set of all eigenvalues of B. Note that if matrices A and B are not 
simultaneously diagonalizable, the above problem cannot be transformed into a set of scalar 
independent equations. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove the existence of a sequence of 
solutions {Zn} of the algebraic matrix equation 
Z 2 "Jr- AZ - n2B = O, (1.5) 
satisfying the properties 
Re z < 0, for z E a(Zn), and Re w < 0, for w E a(W),  (1.6) 
lim Zn = W, (1.7) 
n ---~ OO n 
where W is a square root of B (~)2.  Apart from this fact, a constructive method for solving 
equations of the type 
Z 2 + A IZ  + A0 = 0 (1.8) 
is proposed. In Section 2, we also introduce the concept of full rank cosolution of equation (1.8) 
that will be used below to construct explicit solutions of the matrix differential equation 
T"(t) + A1T'(t) + AoT(t) = 0 (1.9) 
in terms of matrix exponentials, even in the case where the matrix equation (1.8) can be un- 
solvable. In Section 3, we propose a matrix separation of variables to the problem (1.1)-(1.3) 
constructing an exact series solution of the problem involving matrix exponentials of solutions Zk 
of the equation 
Z 2+AZ-  \2by  B=0,  (1.10) 
having the spectrum a(Zk) in the left half-plane, as well as matrix exponentials related to an 
appropriate set of full rank cosolutions of (1.10), for a finite number of positive integers k. Given 
an admissible rror e > 0 and fixed domain R(to,t l )  = [-b,b] x [t0,tl] with tl > to > 0, we 
construct an analytic approximate solution of the problem whose error with respect o the exact 
infinite series solution is smaller than e, uniformly in R(to, tl). 
Throughout this paper, we say that a matrix Q in C mxm is stable if its spectrum a(Q) lies in 
the left half-plane Re z < 0. If P E C mx~, we denote by IJP[J the 2-norm of P, defined by 
IIPll = sup [IPYlI-------~2 
where for a vector y in C n, Ilytl~ -- (yTy)l/2 is the usual Euclidean norm of y. We denote by 
]IPJJF its Frobenius norm defined by 
[JPJlF = Ip~l 2 , 
and we recall that from [11, p. 57], one gets 
IIPll <- IIPiiF <_ nl/2iIPll. 
If S is a matrix in C mxn, we denote by S ? its Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. An account of 
properties, examples, and applications of S t is found in [12]. In particular, St E C nxm and SS t 
is the orthogonal projector of C m onto the range of S. Finally, from [13, Theorem 2.3.2, p. 24], 
the algebraic system 
Sy = c; c E C m (1.11) 
is compatible if and only if SStc  = c, and in this case a solution of (1.11) is given by y = Stc. 
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2. ON SOLUTIONS AND COSOLUTIONS OF 
ALGEBRAIC MATRIX EQUATIONS 
For the sake of clarity in the presentation, we recall the concept of cosolution introduced in [14] 
for a particular equation and developed in [15] for the general case. Let A0 and A1 be matrices 
in C mxm and let us consider the algebraic matrix equation 
Z 2 + A1Z + A0 = 0. (2.1) 
DEFINITION 2.1. [15] We say that the pair (X, T) is an (m, r) cosolution of (2.1) if  X E C TM, 
X # O, T E C r×r and 
XT  2 + A IXT  + AoX = 0. (2.2) 
I f  (X~,T~) is an (m, ri) cosolution of(2.1), 1 < i < k, rl +r2 + ... + rk = 2m, we say that 
{(Xi, Ti); 1 < i < k} is a k-complete set of cosolutions of(2.1), i f  the block matrix W -= (Wij) = 
(X jT j - I ) ,  1 < i < 2, 1 < i < k, is invertible in C 2mx2m. 
If Mij E C re×j, 1 < i < 2, 1 _< j _< k and M = (Mij) is an invertible block matrix in C 2mx2m, 
and Dj c C rsx~j for 1 _< j _< k satisfy 
M Diag (D ID2. . .Dk)  = -Ao  -A1  M, (2.3) 
then {(MI~, Dj), 1 _< j _< k} is a k-complete set of cosolutions of (2.1); see [15]. 
The following lemma provides a sufficient condition for the existence and a method for con- 
structing solutions of (2.1). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {(Mlj,Dj), 1 <_ j < k} be a k-complete set of cosolutions of equation (2.1) 
such that M = (Mij) and D = Diag (D1D2.. .  Dk) are matrices in C 2mx2m satisfying (2.3) 
where M is invertible, Mij  E C mxr~, Dj E C ~jx~j, rl + r2 + ... q- rk = 2m. I f  rl = m and Mu 
is invertible in C re×m, then 
Z = MI IDIM~l  I (2.4) 
is a solution of (2.1). 
PROOF. The matrix Z defined by (2.4) is a solution of (2.1) if and only if 
(M I ID1Mnl )  2 + A1MnDIMu 1 + Ao = O, 
or 
MilD~M~I 1 + AIMl lD1M~I 1 + A0 = 0. (2.5) 
Postmultiplying equation (2.5) by Mu,  one gets 
MuD 2 + A1MnD1 + AoM1 = 0, (2.6) 
but (2.6) holds because (Mll, D1) is an (n, m) cosolution of (2.1). 1 
Now we recall the concept of minimal set of cosolutions recently given in [16]. 
DEFINITION 2.2. [16] Let 12 = {(Xi, Ti); 1 < i < h} be a set of rectangular cosolutions o[ (2.1). 
We define the rank of the set 12 as the rank of the matrix [X1, X2,. . . , Xh]. We say that the set 12 
is a minimM set of cosolutions of (2.1) if its rank is m and any proper subset of cosolutions has 
a rank strictly smaller than m. 
Note that minimal set of cosolutions always exist because any k-complete set of cosolutions 
of (2.1) provides a minimal set of cosolutions. 
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If (X~,Ti) is an (m,r~) cosolution of (2.1) such that f /=  {(X~,Ti); 1 < i < h} is a minimal set 
of cosolutions, and we consider the matrices 
Xo = [X1, X2 . . . .  , Xh], To = Diag [T1, T2, . . . ,  Th], 
then (X0,To) is an (re, r) cosolution of (2.1) where r = rl + ...  + rk, and the matrix X0 = 
[X1,X2,.. .  ,Xh] E C mxr has a full rank. This leads to the following concept hat will be used 
in the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.3. We say that an (m,r) cosolution (Xo,To) of equation (2.1) is a #u11 rank coso- 
lution ff the rank of the matr ix  Xo is m. 
Note that if (X0, To) is a full rank cosolution of (2.1), then a solution of the problem 
X"( t )  + A IX ' ( t )  + AoX( t )  = O, X(O) = C e C m (2.7) 
is given by 
X( t )  = Xo exp (tT0)v; v : Xto C. (2.8) 
Let us consider the parametrized algebraic matrix equation 
Z 2 + AAZ - B : O, (2.9) 
where A is a complex parameter, B is an invertible matrix in C m×m satisfying the condition (1.4), 
and the unknown Z and A are matrices in C m×m. If D is the Jordan canonical form of B, and 
P is an invertible matrix such that 
B : POP -1, D = Diag (D1, . . . ,  Dr), (2.10) 
where 
ai 1 
Di=[c~i] lxl ,  or D i= ".. ".. EC  ~xr~, l< i<r ,  
~ 1 
then the matrix ,go defined by 
(2.11) • . . ,  , 
where 
v'N 
D1/2 1/2 --~ : [V~] ,  or D{ : ".. , Rev / -~<0,  l< i<r ,  
is a square root of B as well as -Z0. From (1.4), the pair {Zo, -Z0} is a complete pair of solutions 
of the equation 
Z 2 - B = 0, (2.12) 
because Zo is invertible [17], and satisfies 
I I o 0 
°  ][Jo ' -Zo] (2.13) 
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From (2.11), we can write 
M Diag (n(Zo),-D(Zo)) = CM, (2.14) 
where 
and D(Zo) is the Jordan form of the matrix Z0. From (2.1a)-(2.15), the companion matrix C 
has s _< r eigenvalues Pl, P2,-.. ,  Ps with multiplicities m l, m2,.. •, ms and ~i=lS mi ----- m, lying 
in the left haif-plane Re z < 0, corresponding to the solution Z0 of equation (2.12), and the 
eigenvalues -P l , -P2 , . . . , -Ps  with multiplicities ml,m2, ... ,ms, lying in the right hail-plane 
Re z > 0, corresponding to the solution -Z0. 
Note that the companion matrix C(A) associated to (2.9) verifies 
C(A)= [O -~A] ;  C (0)= [O ~] .  (2.16) 
From the continuity of the eigenvalues of a matrix as functions of the elements of the matrix [18, 
p: 45], (2.16), and the previous comments, there exists a positive number 5 and m eigenvaiues of 
C(A), not necessarily distinct, contained in Re z < 0 and other m eigenvalues of C(A) lying in 
Re z > 0, for every A with [A[ < 5. 
Hence, there are relative prime monic polynomials pl(z, )~) and p2(z, A) of degree m in z such 
that 
det (C(A) - zI) = pl(z,A)p2(z,A), 0 _< [A[ < 5, 
where the roots ai(A) of PI(z,A) belong to the left haif-plane Re z < 0 and those of p2(z,A) 
denoted by j3i(A) with Re f~i(A) > 0 for 1 < i < m. 
Thus, the hypothesis H1 used in [19, p. 1077] is satisfied and from [19], there exists a global 
blockdiagonalization f C(A), of the form 
M(A) Diag (DI(A), D2(A)) = C(A)M(A), (2.17) 
where M(A) = (Mij(A)) with Mij(A) E C mxm for i _< i, j _< 2, M(A) is invertible and continuous, 
D~(A) E C m×m for i = 1, 2, 
a(DI(A)) = {ai(A); 1 < i < m}, cr(D2(A)) = {3i(A); 1 < i < rn}, (2.18) 
and M(A) is the solution of the matrix differential equation 
i t (A )  = [Q'(A)Q(A) - Q(A)Q'(A)] M(A); / (0 )  = M, (2.19) 
where Q(A) is a projection matrix commuting with C(A). 
From the continuity of M(A) at A = O, it follows that 
(1) 
lim M = M(0) -- M; lim D1 = D(Zo), (2.20) 
n -'-~(2~ n ---*(X) 
and by (2.15) 
lim Mll = Mll(0) = Mll = P invertible. (2.21) 
From the invertibility of Ml1(0) = P and the perturbation lemma [18, p. 32], there exists a 
positive integer k0 such that for n _> k0, the matrix Mxl(1/n) is invertible. From Lemma 2.1, it 
follows that 
Z(n) :M l l (1 )D I (1 ) [MI I (1 ) ]  -1 (2.22) 
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is a solution of the matrix equation 
Z 2 + 1AZ - B = O, n > ko. (2.23) 
n 
Hence, 
X(n)  = nZ(n) = Ml l  D1 Ml l  , n > ko (2.24) 
is a solution of the equation 
X 2 + AX - n2B = O, n > k0, (2.25) 
and satisfies the conditions 
Re z < 0, for every eigenvalue z of X(n), n > k0, 
(2.26) 
lim X ( n ) _ Zo . 
,~--*~ n 
Summarizing, the following result has been established. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A,B  be matrices in C m×m where B satisfies the condition (1.4). Then 
there exists a sequence of stable matrix solutions {X(n) },~>_ko f equation (2.25) satisfying the 
condition (2.26), where Zo is a stable square root of B. 
REMARK. Theorem 2.1 ensures the existence of a sequence of eventually stable roots X(n)  of the 
matrix equation (2.25) so that {X(n) /n}  converges to a stable matrix. However, such a theorem 
does not provide a constructive method for obtaining such matrices X(n) ,  because the result 
is based on the theoretical global block diagonalization given by Gingold in [19]. In practice, 
the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 can be guaranteed in another way. Let us suppose that we are 
able to construct a sequence X(n)  of solutions of (2.25) so that {X(n) /n}  converges to a stable 
matrix S. Then, by [20, Problem 86], the sequence X(n)  is eventually stable. Recall that 
Lemma 2.1 provides a method for constructing solutions of equations of the type (2.25). The 
following example illustrates this fact. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A and B be the matrices in C 2x2 defined by 
i ' - 0 ' 
where ~(B) = {- i ,  i}. Then, equation (2.5) takes the form 
X2 + [ -il 1]i ' X - n2 I 01- 01] =0,  (2.27) 
and its companion matrix C(n) is 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
C(n) = 0 n 2 i -1  ' 
--n 2 0 --1 --i 
where 
( - -~  n ( - l - i ) ,  n n (1 - i ) )  a(C(n) )= n ( - l+ i ) ,  ~ ~( l÷ i ) ,  ~ . 
Taking D(n) with the notation of Lemma 2.1, the diagonal matrix 
n 
D(n) = --~ Diag (-1 +i ,  -1 - i ,  1 + i ,  1 - i), 
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and ] - i 0 n Dl(n) = ~ . . . . . . .  ; 
-1 - i  
straightforward computations yield 
1 - i  1+i  
--v~ -÷n v~ +n]  
Mu(n)= l+ i  i -1  ' 
- - -~ - in --~- + in 
and 
det Mu(n) = 2n (--~-i - 1 + in) ¢ O, n > O. 
From Lemma 2.1, a solution of (2.27) is given by 
X(n)  = Mn(n)Dl(n)[Ml l (n)]  -1 
= 1 [ 1+in2 i ( l+nv~+n2) ] .  
1 - i(nv'2 + 1) [ nv~ + i (1 - n 2) - (1 + nv~) + i (nv~ + n 2) 
Note that 
lim X(n) _ 1 [1  1] = S, 
n-~c~ n v~ 1 1 
and S is stable because 
a(S) :{~( - l+ i ) ,~( -1 - i )} .  
3. COUPLED MIXED PARTIAL D IFFERENTIAL  PROBLEMS 
In this section, we construct a series olution of the problem (1.1)-(1.3) under hypothesis (1.4) 
for the matrix B and where A is an arbitrary matrix in C mxm. Let us seek solutions of the 
homogeneous boundary value problem 
utt(x,t)+Buxx(X,t)+Aut(x,t)=O, -b<x<b,  t>0,  (3.1) 
u(-b, t) -- u(b, t) -- 0, t > 0 (3.2) 
of the form 
u(x, t) = T(t)X(t), Tit ) • C mXm, X(x) • C m. (3.3) 
Note that if T(t) satisfies the matrix differential equation 
T"(t) + AT'(t) - A2BT(t) = O; A • C, t > O, (3.4) 
and X(x) is a vector solution of the boundary value problem 
X"(z)+A2X(z)=O,  X(b)=X( -b )=O,  -b<x<b,  (3.5) 
then u(x, t) defined by (3.3) is a solution of (3.1),(3.2) because 
utt(z,t) + Bu~x(z,t) + Aut(x,t) = T"(t)X(x) + BT(t)X"(x) + AT'(t)X(x) 
= T"(t)X(x) - ST(t)A2X(x) + AT'(t)X(x) 
= (T"(t) + AT'(t) - A2BT(t)) Z(x) = O, 
CklHV, A 31:$-C 
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and 
u(-b, t) = T(t)X(-b) = O, u(b, t) = T(t)X(b) = O. 
It is easy to show that the eigenvalues of the Sturm-Liouville problem (3.6) are Ak =5-G,k~ k _> 1 
and the corresponding eigenfunctions 
X2j(x)=sin(~-~-)d2j;  X2 j _ l (x )=eos( ( j -1 )7 )d2 j_ l ;  d jEC  m, j> l .  
(3.6) 
Taking A = Ak into (3.4), one gets 
(k r~2BT( t )=O,  k> 1. (3.7) T"(t) + AT'(t) - \ 2b ] 
We are interested in obtaining a sequence of nonzero solutions Tk(t) of (3.7). Let us assume 
that B satisfies the condition (1.4). Then, from Theorem 2.1, there exists a positive integer k0 
such that the algebraic matrix equation 
Z 2+As-  \2b]  B=O (3.8) 
admits a stable solution Zk for k > k0, and 
lira Zk k--+c¢ -k- = W, (3.9) 
where W is stable square root of B (~b) 2. Hence, the matrix function Tk(t) = exp (tZ(k)) is a 
solution of (3.7) for k > k0. 
Now let us take, for each k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k0 - 1, an (m, rk) full rank cosolution (Sk, Zk) of the 
algebraic matrix equation (1.10) for 1 < k < k0 - 1. Then 
Tk(t) = Sk exp (tZk)dk, dk E C TM, 1 > k > k0 - 1 
is a C m solution of equation (3.7). Summarizing, we have the following set of solutions of the 
problem (1.1)-(1.3): 
U2k(x,t)=S2kexp(tZ2k)sin(~-)C2k, 1 <2k<k0,  
u2k+l(x , t )=S2k+lexp(tZ2k+l)cos( (k+~)7)c2k+l ,  2k+l  < ko, 
(3.10) 
u2k(x,t) = exp(tZ2k)sin (~- )  d2k, 2k > ko, 
?.t2k.{_l(X,t) :exp(tZ2k+l)COS ((k-~-2) 7)  d2k.t-1, 2k~- .  i ~_ k0, 
where cj • C re for 1 _< j _< k0 - 1 and dj • C m for j > k0. If we denote by vj (x) the functions 
s in \  2b ] i f j=2k ,  
vj(x) = (jTrx~ (3.11) 
cos \  2b J i f j=2k+l ,  
then we can write the functions appearing in (3.10) in the form 
uj(x,t) = { Sjexp(tZj)cjvj(x); cj E C rj, l< j _<k0-1 ,  (3.12) 
exp(tZj)djvj(x); dj • C "~, j >_ ko. 
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By superposition, we construct a candidate series solution of the problem (1.1)-(1.3), of the form 
ko-1 
u(x, t) = E Si exp(tZj)cjvj(z) + E exp (tZj)djvj(x), (3.13) 
j= l  j>ko 
where vectors cj E C rj , 1 < j < k0 - 1 and dj E C m, j > k0, have to be chosen so that 
u(x,O) = f(x), -b < x < b, (3.14) 
ko--1 
E Sjcjvj(x) + E djvj(x) = f(z). (3.15) 
j=l  j>_ko 
If f(x) satisfies any of the sufficient conditions for the convergence to this function of its Fourier 
series, and we denote by 
if aj = -~ b f(x) cos dz, j _ > O, 
(3.16) if = f(x) sin dx, j > 1, 
b 
then the coefficients cj and dj of the series (3.15) must verify 
S2kC2k = b2k, 1 < 2k < ko - 1, 
S2k+IC2k+l = a2k+l, 1 < 2k + 1 < ko - 1, 
d2k = b2k, 2k > ko, (3.17) 
d2k+l ---- a2k+l, 2k + 1 _> k0, 
and f(x) must verify 
if f(x) dx = 0. (3.18) ao(f) = -~ b 
Since Sj is a full rank C rnxrj matrix for 1 _< j < ko - 1, the solution of (3.17) is given by 
C2k -~ St2kb2k, 1 <_ 2k < ko - 1, 
c2k+1 = S¢2k+la2k+l, 1 < 2k + 1 < k0 - 1, (3.19) 
d2k = b2k, d2k+l = a2k+l ,  2k > k0. 
If no = [ko/2] is the entire part of ko/2, then the candidate series solution (3.13) takes the form 
u(x, t) = S2j exp (tZ2j)S?2jbzj sin + S2j_ 1 exp (tZ2j-1) 
j----1 
xS?2j_la2j_lCOS((J-2)~---~)}+j>_~no+l{exp(tZ2j)b2jsin(~-~) (3.20) 
}. 
By construction, the condition (3.14) is satisfied, and note that in order to prove that (3.20) is 
well defined and defines a continuous function, twice continuously differentiable with respect o x 
and t, it is sufficient o prove these properties for the series 
V(x, t )= ~>_~ ° {exp(tZ2j)b2jsin(~_~ ) +exp( tZ2 j_ l )a2 ,_ l cos ( ( j _ l )  r_~) }.  
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The series obtained by termwise partial differentiation of V(x, t) with respect o the variables x
and t take the form 
j>_no 
- ( J -1 )  bexp(tZ2j-1)a2j-lsin((j-1)Tr---:) } , 
j >_no 
j>_no 
JyZ2j-lexp(~Z2j-l)a2j-leos((J- ~) b )  }, 
Vtt(x,t)= E {Z2jexp(tZ2j)b2jsin(~) 
j>no 
From the derivation theorem of functional series [21, p. 37], to prove the above termwise 
differentiations, it is sufficient o show that such series are uniformly convergent in a rectangle 
[-b,b] x [t0,tl] = R(to,tl) with tl > to > 0. 
From the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, there exists a positive constant M such that 
Ila.II ~ M, IIb~ll _< M, n k 1. (3.22) 
If H Qk ZkQk = Dk + Nk is the Schur decomposition of Zk, for k _ no + 1, from [11, pp. 336,556], 
it follows that 
HNkH <_ I[NkHF ~ IIZk][F, (3.23) 
and if 
a(Zk) =- max{Re (z); z E a(Zk)}, (3.24) 
it follows that 
m-1 
IIN tll j II exp (tZk)H < exp (ta(Zk)) E (3.25) - j !  j=O 
From (3.9), the sequence {Zk/k}k>no converges to a stable square root W of B (~)2 and by 
[20, Problem 86], we also have that {a(Zk/k)}k>_,o converges to a(W) < 0. Hence, there exists 
a positive integer nl _> no such that 
IlZkll <~ IlZkllF ~ 2kJJWJJF, a(Zk) < 2ka(W) < 0, k > kl _> no. (3.26) 
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From (3.25) and (3.26) for k _> kl and (x,t) E R(to,tl), it follows that 
m-1 (2ktl[WllF)j m-1 edil exp (tZk)ll -< exp (2tka(W)) ~ j! <_ exp (2toka(W)) Z (2kt, ilWHF) j 
j=o j=o J! ' 
rn--1 
IIZk exp (tZk)ll _< 2kJlWIIF exp (2kt0~(W)) ~ (2kllWIIF)J 
j=0 J! ' 
rn--1 
IIZ  exp (tZk)ll < (2klIWIIF) exp (2kto (W)) (2klIWIIFY (3.27) 
- j !  ' 
j=O 
. ) 
exp < - -  exp(2ktoa(W)) Z j! 
j=o 
From (3.27) and the derivation theorem for functional series [21, p. 37], it follows that the 
series (3.25) defines a continuous function, twice partially differentiable with respect o the vari- 
ables x and t. 
If f(x) is a C m valued function defined in f-b, b] and satisfies the conditions 
f(x) is continuous and admits right-hand and left-hand 
derivatives at every point x in f-b, b], (3.28) 
f(-b) = f(b) -- O, (3.29) 
: f(x) dx = O, (3.30) 
b 
then its Fourier series has the coefficient a0 = 0, and converges at every point x of f-b, b] to f(x) 
[22, p. 75]. From the previous comments, the following result has been established. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A, B be matrices in C mxm where B satisfies the condition (1.4). Let f(x) 
be a C m valued function sat/stying the conditions (3.28)-(3.30) and let us suppose that { Zk }k>ko 
are matrix solutions of equation (2.25) such that Zk is stable for k >_ ko and ( Zk/k } converges to 
a stable matrix W. Let (Sk, Zk) be a full rank (m, rk) cosolution of(2.25) for k = 1,2, . . . ,  k0 - 1 
and let no be the entire part of ko/2. If aj, bj are the Fourier coefficients off(x) given by (3.16), 
then u(x, t) defined by (3.20) defines an exact solution of the problem (1.1)-(1.3). 
The exact series solution provided by Theorem 3.1 has the computational drawback of the 
infiniteness. In the following, we are interested in addressing the following problem. Given to 
and tl with 0 < to < tl and e > 0, how can an approximate solution of problem (1.1)-(1.3) be 
constructed, with an error smaller than e uniformly for (x, t) E R(t0, tl) = f-b, b] x [to, tl]? 
Let n be a positive integer with n > no, where no is defined by Theorem 3.1, and let us consider 
the function 
E(x,t ,n)=Z{exp(tZj)b2js in(~-~-)+exp(tZj)a2j_~cos(( j -1)~-- - -~)}.  (3.31) 
j>_n 
Note that from (3.22) and (3.27), for (x,t) e R(to,tl) and j >_ no, it follows that 
exp(tZj)b2jsin (~)+exp(tZj )a2i_ lCOS ( ( j -1 )  b )  
m--1 jhph m-1 ph 
< 2Mexp(j"r) Z h! - 2Mexp(j~/) Z exp(h ln j )~. ,  (3.32) 
h=O h=O 
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where 
m-1 (2txllWllF)h (3.33) 
7 = 2to (W) < 0, P = h! 
h=0 
Let us introduce the scalar functions gh : [1, c~[--* R defined by 
s gh(s)=7 +hlns, 0<h<m-1,  s_>l ,  
and note that go(s) < 0, and for 1 < h < m - 1, gh(s) < 0 if and only if 
ins -27  
- -  < - - .  (3.34) 
s h 
Since lims_.oo(lns/s) = 0 for each h with 1 < h < m - 1, there exists a real number Sh such that 
(3.34) holds for s >_ Sh. Let nl be an integer such that 
nl ~_ max{n0, Sl, s2, . . . ,  sin-l}, (3.35) 
then from (3.32)-(3.35) for j > nl, it follows that 
exp(tZj)b2jsin (~)+exp(tZj)a2j_lCOS ( ( j -1 )  7 )  
rn--i Dh ~) rn-i Dh ~) 
<_ 2M E exp (gh(j)+ ~j) --~. <-- 2Mexp ( j  h~0 ~.I = 2Mpexp ( j  , 
h=O = 
where p is given by (3.33). From (3.31), for n > n l  it follows that 
2Mp 
HE(x,t,n)tl <_ 2MpEexp( j~ ) -1_ exp(7/2) exp (n~)  . (3.36) 
j~_n 
Given an admissible rror e > 0, taking a positive integer n2 such that 
n2>nl,_ n2 > 21n [ [l 2Mp ' (3.37) 
then from (3.37), one gets 
IIE(x,t, n2)H <_ e, uniformly for (z,t) e R(to,tl). 
Thus, the following result has been established. 
COROLLARY 3.1. With the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 and the previous notation, if e > 0 
and n2 satisfies (3.37), then the function 
u(x,t,  = ex,  (tz j)sbb   sin 
j= l  
+S2j-lexp(tZ2j-1)~j_la2,-lCOS((j-1) ~-~)} 
n2 
+ j=~o+l {exp(tZ2j)b2jsin(~-)+exp(tZ2j_l)a2,_lcos((j -1 )  7 )}  
/s an approximate solution of problem (1.1)-(1.3) whose error with respect o the exact series 
solution u(x,t ) provided by Theorem 3.1 is unifformly upper bounded by e in R( to,tl ) = [-b,b] x 
[to, tl], where tl > to > 0. 
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